Jellyfish STEAM Kit - Quick Start Guide

Quick Start Guide
Tools Required:
Wax, measuring tape, screwdriver, scissors, tape, soldering iron & solder, glue gun, heat gun, wire cutters, needle nose pliers

What's Inside:
Garden Bundle: Wax can, Laser Cut Panels- Garden Panels: 6pcs - Storyboard, Grow bed base, Sides, Front & Back of
garden. Tubing, elbows, Tees, zip ties, nuts & screws
IMPORTANT: Make sure to wax all wood before beginning assembly to prevent mold with our natural
bees wax & mineral spirit mix.

Electronics Bundle: proximity, humidity, photocell, float sensor, temp sensors, copper plates, 1 ohm resisters, wires,
PCB pins, heat shrink tubes, paper clips, laser cut sensor kit & mounting adapter, nuts & screws

10 Step GARDEN Build (Bundle 1):
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Step 1 - Precut all tubing, using measuring tape & scissors to:
A = 10cm, B = 12.5cm, C = 12.5cm,
D = 10cm, E = 10.5cm, F = 12.5cm
G = 5cm, H = 8cm & I = 18cm

Step 2 - Connect tubes “G”, “H” & 2 elbows thru Storyboard panel & Grow bed base panel as shown.
Use heat gun if needed.

Step 3 - Screw into place the Sensor Clip, Sides & Back.
Using small strips of masking tape to hold nuts in place
as you tighten nuts with screwdriver

Step 4 - Connect tubing “I” to
exposed elbow and
then connect & ziptie
pump.

Step 5 – Route and ziptie wires as shown.
Fold liner at both ends as shown. Use zip ties to hold in place.
Work your way around the garden lacing the zip ties in place as shown.

Step 6 - Install drain kit (hand tighten – DO NOT use tools)

Step 7 – Assemble irrigation system:
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A = 10cm, B = 12.5cm, C = 12.5cm,
D = 10cm, E = 10.5cm, F = 12.5cm
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Place irrigation system on top of grow bed and zip tie in place as shown below

Step 8 – Assemble the standpipe with drain hole at the bottom as shown
Then insert the stand pipe into the drainage hole

Step 9 - Place top panel in place as shown

Step 10 - Add washed gravel & 2.5 gallons of clean water

7 Step SENSOR KIT Build (Bundle 2):

7 Step SENSOR KIT Build (Bundle 2):

TOOLS

1. Sensor kit front panel assembly

wire cutters, soldering tool, solder, pins,
heat shrink tubes, heat gun/hair dryer & glue gun

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

screws, nuts & screwdriver
solder pcb pins on end and heat shrink tubing
cut 1.5” off, add pcb pins, heat shrink tubing
1 ohm resister, copper plates, soldering tool & wire
paper clips, needle nose pliers, ruler/tape measure, float
sensor & temp sensor
screwdriver

Sensor kit side panels assembly
Float sensor
Temperature sensor
Grow bed level sensor
Install tank sensor mounting adapter kit

7. Run wires, screw mounting adapter in place
8. Connect to V2 board
a. Go online
b. Make physical connection
c. Corrugated enclosure
9. Close up garden & begin cycling
10. Add fish / add seed?

The reason we created diy hands-on interactive tools is because education is a basic human need. We felt the current push to teach
kids technology focus more on skill building as compared to learning fundamental educational concepts by discovering our
environments. Also we see the kit as tool that reduces friction in learning STEAM.

The kit takes a user from interacting on physical things with shape and form
– like a square, to interacting on inferred abstractions with
variables from entities that have neither shape nor form. It does this
through sensors and actuators that visualize the key concepts in systems
such as the water cycle, nitrogen cycle, etc. over the Internet for
analysis and sharing.

The nature of the jellyfish garden makes it challenging for every student to
physically interact with the smart garden, so we broke out it’s internal storyboard
panel and use this as a interface tool in between the smart garden and the computer.
Individual students can then explore the garden relationships interactively using
paper circuits they build on the storyboard to monitor, visualize and control the
garden. The storyboard concept is then easily extendable to other interactive science
concepts such as a plant growing in a cup, a worm bin ecology etc by sitting
in-between the physical problem and the computer. Students can then explore the system
relationships by making paper circuit connections.

